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ABSTRACT

The abun dance of the benthic megafauna in the deep sea is diflicult to measure. Manned
submersibles probably offer the best means of obtaining such information at present, but
because of their limited range and availability most quantitative estimates will continue to
be based on data from towed gears. Such gears have in the past been notoriously
unreliable, both because they tend to flsh inconsistently and because the distance covered
is diflicult to measure accurately. This paper presents results obtained using an epibenthic
sledge fltted with an odometer wheel which is acoustically monitored on the ship during
the progress of the haul. The resulting density estimates for severa! taxa show an
encouraging degree of agreement with those based on simultaneously obtained bottom
photographs. Sorne organisms, particularly amongst the sessile forms, are not sampled
adequate! y by the sledge and there is evidence that the odometer may under-estimate the
distance flshed. Nevertheless, the system seems to be capable of pro vi ding more relia ble
quantitative samples than those hitherto available.
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RÉSUMÉ

L'estimation quantitative du benthos profond :
une nouvelle approche d'un vieux problème.
Dans les zones abyssales, l'estimation de l'abondance de la mégafaune benthique est
difficile à réaliser. La solution idéale semble reposer sur l'observation directe à partir d'un
submersible habité. Cependant, cette technique est lourde et limitée dans l'espace. Aussi,
pendant de nombreuses années encore, ces mesures continueront à être effectuées par des
prélèvements réalisés par des engins tractés à partir de navires de surface. Précédemment
ces appareils ont apporté des résultats inexacts du fait de leur comportement aberrant sur
le fond, et de la difficulté à mesurer précisément la longueur du trait. Le présent tra~ail
expose les résultats obtenus en couplant une roue odométrique dont le fonctionnement est
contrôlé par acoustique depuis le navire de surface, à une drague épibenthique. Les
estimations de densités qui résultent de cette étude pour plusieurs taxons concordent assez
bien avec les données obtenues par observations photographiques. Cependant, certains
organismes, spécialement pour les formes sessiles, ne sont pas prélevés régulièrement par
la drague. Il semble aussi que la roue odométrique sous-estime la surface échantillonnée.
Malgré tout, on peut dire que ce système permet un échantillonnage quantitatif plus fiable
que les autres techniques jusqu'alors employées.
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INTRODUCTION

population densities calculated from them must be
minimal since any towed gear fished at great depth is
unlikely to sample consistently and remain in contact
with the bottom throughout a haul (see Dahl et al., 1976).
Our early attempts to overcome these problems were
based on the use of a measuring wheel· attached to the
sledge and fltted with a mechanical counting deviee to
record revolutions as the wheel rolled across the sea-bed.
Such wheels have been used on various dredges and
trawls in the past, but they have usually suffered from two
main drawbacks; fmt the problem of separating
revolutions occurring in mid-water from the total count,
and second, the fact that the information about distance
fished is obtained only after the gear returns to the
surface.
The importance of obtaining information on the
behaviour of gear during the progress of a haul was
appreciated by Holme and Barrett (1977), who fttted
their television and photographie sledge, for use in
shallow water, with a measuring wheel producing an
audible electronic bleep via the towing cable with each
completed revolution. A similar system bas been
developed to solve the peculiar problems of deep-water
work, transmitting the measuring wheel signais back to
the ship via the acoustic beacon already used to monitor
other aspects of the behaviour of the gear. This paper
describes this system and provides evidence from
simultaneously obtained bottom photographs which
indicate that the sledge does, indeed, collect quantitative
samples of at !east sorne elements of the benthic fauna.

One of the most pressing problems in deep-sea benthic
ecology is the quantitative estimation ofthose organisms
which are too large and too sparsely distribution to be
collected adequately by corers and grabs. Prior to the last
decade orso, this problem did not seem to be particularly
important, for the conventional view of the deep-sea
ecosystem as one supplied by a fme rain of small food
particles falling from the overlying water masses carried
the implication that such a food source would primarily
support the small creatures of the meiofauna and
macrofauna. In comparison with these constituents, the
biomass of the megafauna, loosely defmed as those
organisms which are visible on in situ photographs, was
expected to be relatively insigniftcant (see, for instance,
Grassle, Sanders, 1973). However, recent work with
baited deep-sea cameras (Isaacs, 1969; Hessler et al.,
1972; Isaacs, Schwartzlose, 1975 a and b) and traps
(Paul, 1973; Shulenberger, Hessler, 1974; Shulenberger,
Barnard, 1976; Hessler et al., 1978; and Thurston, 1979)
bas demonstrated the existence of a previously
unsuspected large and mobile element in the near bottom
fa un a, while estimates of the megafaunal biomass at si ope
depths based on photographs taken from a submersible
suggest that it is comparable with that of the macrofauna
(Haedrich, Rowe, 1977). Submersibles capable of
providing this type of information are restricted both in
their availability and range, and most work on the deepsea megabenthos will continue to be based on data and
samples obtained with towed gear such as photosleds,
sledges and trawls.

The sledge (Fig. 1)

Aldred et al. (1976) stressed the difflculties associated
with obtaining uncontaminated quantitative samples
with towed gear and described an acoustically monitored
opening and closing epibenthic sledge which seemed to
overcome at !east sorne of them. The initial trials with this
sledge, and considerable subsequent experience, confumed that it collects benthic samples almost completely
uncontaminated by mid-water organisms, while the use
of an acoustic pinger to monitor its behaviour provides
more information about its performance during a haul
than is usually available with similar towed gear.
Nevertheless, photographs obtained from a 35 mm time
lapse camera mounted on the sledge frame emphasized
the non-quantitative nature of the samples obtained, the
photographs almost al ways indicating higher densities of
megabenthic organisms than those deduced from the net
catches (Rice et al., 1979 and Aldred et al., 1979). The
main problem seems to be the accurate determination of
the length of tow accomplished with the gear in contact
with the sea-bed and fishing effectively. Estimates based
on the distance travelled by the ship during a haul must at
best be very rough approximations of the distance flshed
even when variations in the amount of wire out and the
bottom topography are taken into account. A significant
improvement bas been the rather sophisticated use by
French scientists of direct and reflected signais received
from an acoustic beacon mounted on or close to the gear
to determine accurately its position when it reaches and
leaves the sea-bed (see Laubier et al., 1971). However, no
matter how accurate such determinations are, the

The original lOS (lnstitute of Oceanographie Sciences)
epibenthic sledge was described in detail by Aldred et al.
(1976). lt consisted of a steel frame, provided with two
broad skids, to the back of which was attached a single
net with a rectangular mouth opening about 2.3 rn wide
by 0.6 rn high. A 35 mm lOS camera (see Collins, in
press), taking photographs every 15 or 30 seconds, :-vas
mounted within the net frame directed forwards and
downwards at an angle of 14° so that its optical axis
impinged upon a flat sea-bed at about 1.5 rn ahead of the
sledge. Because of the acute camera angle, only about 314
of each frame was considered usable for assessing
megafaunal densities, this portion covering about 2.6 m 2
of sea-bed (see Rice et al., 1979 and Aldred et al., 1979).
Apart from the addition of the odometer (see below), the
results reported here were obtained from two successive
modifications of this basic gear. First, the single net with
a graded mesh was replaced by three separate nets, a
central one with a 1.0 mm mesh throughout, flanked on
either side by a coarse net with a 4.5 mm mesh. Second,
since 1978 a suprabenthic net bas been added above the
original nets to collect near-bottom plankton. This
second modification is described in the appendix, but its
main relevance to this paper is that it involved increasing
the height of the sledge frame to 1.22 rn, enabling the
camera to be raised and orientated more nearly vertical
(at an angle of about 30° to the horizontal). This camera
orientation has considerably improved the resolution of
the photographs and has therefore reduced the minimum
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potentiometer output is fed into the acoustic beacon to
produce a signal with a variable delay relative to the
reference signal. One complete potentiometer sweep
results in a corresponding sweep on the facsimile
recorder, so that revolutions of the wheel can be counted
directly from the record during the haul itself. Since the
other monitoring signais indicate when the net is
horizontal and the blind is open, that is on the sea-bed
and capable of fishing (see Aldred et al., 1976), any
revolutions of the wheel recorded in the absence of these
other signais are readily identifted as occurring in midwater and can therefore be disregarded in calculations of
distance flshed on the bottom.
The ends of the spindle are suspended by rigid side-arms
from a bracket protruding to one side of the sledge frame.
The side arms are pivoted on the bracket so that they can
swing backwards from the vertical, th us raising the wheel
assembly, but not forwards. When the side-arms are
vertical the lower margin of the wheel extends about
10 cm beneath the sledge frame skids.

A.

~·

'··

B.

RESULTS
'',

Figure 1
The current version of the lOS epibenthic s/edge: (A) attitude adopted in
mid-water with the quadrant levers lowered and the net mouths occluded;
(B) attitude adopted on the sea-floor with the quadrant levers raised and
the nets open.

·'

:·'

The odometer has now been used during three cruises, in
conjunction with the old sledge on Discovery cruise 92 in
April 1978, and with the new two-tier sledge on
Challenger cruise 506 in July 1979 and Discovery cruise
105 in September 1979. However, because of malfunctions either of the wheel or the camera system, only 14
hauls have so far been made with both systems
functioning correctly. Moreover, in 5 of these the
photographs contain insufftcient megafaunal animais to
provide reliable density estimates. In each of the
remaining cases (Table 1), the identifiable megabenthic
organisms visible on each frame were counted, and mean
densities were calculated. Similarly, from the calculated
area sampled based on the odometer reading and the
width of the nets, a second mean density estimate was
obtained from the catch using the samples from either the
fme net al one or from ali three nets, depending upon the
size of organisms concerned. The comparison of these
two sets of density estimates forms the basis for assessing
the sampling efflciency of the gear.
Since the sizes, numbers and !ife-styles of the organisms
used in these computations varied so much from station
to station, the hauts are dealt with individually or in small
related groups.

size of 'organism which can be counted on them with
conftdence. Nevertheless, the distal one quarter of the
frame is still not sufftciently well illuminated and counts
are therefore restricted to the proximal three quarters,
covering an area of about l.Om 2 (see Fig. 4c).
The odometer

The rim of the wheel is made from a 150 x 60 mm strip of
"natural" polythene formed into a circle with a
circumference of 1.5 rn and with the grip increased by 12
equally spaced 25 mm high treads of aluminium angle.
The rim is supported by 25 mm diameter polypropylene
spokes connecting it to a free-flooding hub of 12.5 mm
thick rigid PVC with an internai diameter of 150mm.
The hub revolves on a stainless steel spindle which acts as
a pressure housing for a wire wound potentiometer
driven via a magnetic coupling and gear box so that 200
revolutions of the wheel (300 rn over the ground) result in
one complete sweep of the potentiometer. The
Table 1

Details of the epibenthic s/edge hauts used in this paper to compare the densities of megabenthic organisms calculated from the photographs and from the
~~

'

Ship

Haul No.

Date

Position

Depth

Distance
f1shed

Discovery
Discovery
Discovery
Challenger
Challenger
Disco very
Discovery
Discovery
Disco very

9756#9
9756#14
9779#1
50609#1
50610# 1
10111#8
10112#2
10112#3
10113# 1

13/4/1978
15/4/1978
24/4/1978
8/7/1979
8/7/1979.
9/9/1979
9/9/1979
10/9/1979
10/9/1979

49•41.1N: 14•uw
so•4.0N: 13•ss.6W
49°22.3N: 12.49.1 W
51 •39. 7N: l4°16.5W
51•26.5N: 1J•24.1W
49°32.6N: 13•7.1 W
so•2s.2N: 13"20.3W
so•19.IN: 13•2s.8W
so•t6.1N: 13•31.6w

4039-4069m
3680-3697m
1398-1404m
400m
980m
1630-1640m
2640-2650m
2740-2755m
2755-2760m

546m
631m
837m
300m
331m
665m
310m
570m
550m
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Ta ble 2
De11.~ il y

data for the megabenth ic organisms ta ke n in haut 9779 # 1 a t 1400 m in the Porcupine Sea-Bight .

Photograph da ta
(94 fr ames= 244m 2)

Catch data
(area fl shed 1 917m 2)
Animai s collected

Species
Benthogone rosea
Phormosoma placenta
Lae tmogone violacect
Ba thyplo tes na tans
Z oroas ter fu /gens
Coryphaenoides spp.
Lepidion eques
Hoplos tethus
Coelorinchus occa

Anim a is
photographed

Mean density
(m - 2)

24
17
4
2

0.098± 0.46 (*)
0.070 ± 0.034 (*)
0.01 6
0.008
0.004
0.004
0.01 2
0.008
0.004

1

1
3
2
1

LHS

Centre

RHS

Total

78
52
12
17
4

55
38
6
4
1

85
51
27
5
12

21 8
141
45
26
17
13
3
5
2

Mean
den sity
' (m -2 )
0.114
0.074
0.023
0.014
0.009
0.007
0.002
0.003
0.001

(*) where sujjicient t!ata ure available the photograph t!ensities are given t.oge t.her with twice the s tandard error of the means .

According to the odometer the sledge sampled an area
about eight times greater than that covered by the usable
photographs so that if the megabenthic animais had been
both uniformly distributed and efflciently collected the
catches should have contained about eight specimens for
each one photographed. However, most of the species
were uncommon both in the photographs and in the
catches, and while the central net caught consistently
fewer animais than the outer ones the numbers contained
in the coarse nets were both unequal and inconsistent,
indicating that the animais were by no means evenly
distributed. Understandably, therefore, there seems to be
no consistent relationship between the densities based on
the photographs and those based on the catches in these
cases, the photographs indicating the higher density for
the flshes Lepidion eques (Gunther), Coelorinchus occa
(Goode and Bean) and Hoplostethus atlanticus Collett,
white the reverse is true for Coryphaenoides spp. , the
holothurians Laetmogone violacea Theel and Bathyplotes natans (M. Sars) and asteroid Zoroaster fulgens
Wyville Thomson. Moreover, as in many other hauls, a
number of megabenthic species were represented by
small numbers in the catches but were absent from the
photographs. In particular, 25 specimens of the eel
Synaphobranchus kaupi Johnson and seven specimens of
the asteroid Plutonaster bifrons (Wyville Thomson) were
captured but neither species was photographed.
Two species, however, the holothurian Benthogone rosea
Koehler and the echinothurian Phormosoma placenta
Wyville Thomson, were common in both the photographs and the catches. The distribution of the catch
between the three nets suggests that for both species the
fme net had f1shed only about 75-80 % as efflciently as the
coarse nets , but while the density estimates based on the
catches were somewhat higher than those based on the
photographs, they fall weil within the 95 % confidence
limits of the latter (Table 2).

Haul9779 # 1

The photographs obtained during thi s haul contained a
variety of megabenthic anim ais including holothurians,
echinoids, asteroid s and f1 shes (see Table 2 and Fig. 2).

Hauls 50609 # 1 and 50610 # 1

The photographs from both of these hauls were
dominated·by the pennatulid Kophobelemnon stelliferum
(0. F. Muller)(Fig. 3 a-e ), with thosefrom station 50609
indicating a mean density of more than 2.0m - 2 . The
catches, however, contained very few pennatulids

Figure 2
Ex amples of photographs obrained during hau/9179 # 1 (see Table l): (ac) Benthogo ne rosea; (d) Phormosoma placenta; (e) Zo roaster fui gens;
(/) Lepidion eques; (g ) Ho plostethus atlanticus and Phormosoma; (h)
Coryphaenoides sp.
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indicating mean densities ten to one hundred times lower
(see Tables 3 and 4). Smaller numbers of the cerianthid
anemone Cerianthus multiplicatus Carlgren were also
obtained in each haul (Fig. 3g, h) , but the catches again
indicated much lower densities; indeed , not a si ngle
Cerianthus was taken in haul 50610 # 1 whereas the
photographs indicate an expected catch of about sixty.
Taken alone these results suggest that the sledge had
fl shed very inefftciently during its passage across the seabed . However, the photographs from station 50610 also
contain a variety of additional megafaunal organisms,
including other coelenterates, molluscs, echinoderms
and ftshes (Fig. 3 b-j; 5 e-h and Ta ble 4) for ali of which
there is a rather close agreement between the photograph
and catch densities. With the possible exception of
Phormosoma placenta these results individually are not
particularly convincing since the organisms concerned
are uncommon in both the photographs and the catches.
In combination, however, they strongly suggest that the
sledge sampled these species efflciently and that the
dearth of pennatulids and cerianthids in the catches must
therefore have resulted from its inability to collect these
fairly deeply " rooted " organisms.

HaullOlll #8
The 161 frames obtained during this haut, each covering
a usable area of 1.0 m 2 , were dominated by the elasipod
holothurians Elpidia sp., rangingfrom 5 to 10 mm in total
length (Fig. 4 g, h ), and Ben thogone rosea Koehler,
ranging from 150 to 200 mm in total length.
The photographs contained a total of 280 Elpidia , with
individual frames containing a maximum of eight,
Table 3
Density data for two coelentera tes taken in haul 50609#1 at 400m
in the Porcupine Sea-Bight.
Photogra phie d ata
(57 frames each of! m 2 )

K ophobelemnon stelliferum
Cerianthus multiplica tus

Animais
photographed

Mean
density
(m - 2)

129
!0

2.26±0.13
0.17 ±0.08

Figure 3
Examples of photographs obtained during hauls 50609 # 1 (a, gand h)
and 50610# 1 (b-f) (see Table 1): (a) juvenile Kophobelemnon
stelliferum; (b) K. stelliferum and an asteroid f eeding depression; (c) K .
stelliferum and Lepidion eq ues; (d) K. stelliferum and Galeodea rugosa;
(e) K . stelliferum and Galeodea trails; (f) Phelliactis hertwigi and
Galeodea trails; (gand h) Cerianthus multipiicatus.

Catch data
(area flshed 687m 2 )

Animais
collected
9

Mean
density
(m - 2 )
0.013
0.003

2

Table 4
Density data for the megabenthic organisms taken in haul 50610# 1 at 980m in the Porcupine Sea-Bight .
Ph otographi e data
(53 frames each of l m 2 )

photographe~

Mean
density
(m - 2)

27
4
1
1
8
4
4
1
1

0.51 ±0.11
0.08±0.036
0.02
0.02
0.15±0.06
0.08±0.045
0.08 ± 0.036
0.02
0.02

Animais

K ophobelèmnon stelliferum
Cerianthus mu/tiplicatus
Phelliactis her twigi
Ga/eodea rugosa
Phormosoma placen ta
Echinus affinis
Laetmogone violacea
Lepidion eques
Synaphobranchus kaupi
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Catch data
(a rea fls hed 751m 2 )
Anim a is collected
LHS

Centre

RHS

Total
15
0
16

4

8

3

8
5
32
24
22

4
3
36
24
17

4
5
43
36
22

l3
Ill
84
61
10
21

Mean
density
(m - 2)
0.020
0.021
0.0 17
0.148
0.112
0.081
0.013
0.028
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Table 5
Densit y data for the holo thurians Elpi dia sp. and Benthogone rosea taken in hau/ 10 111 #8 in Porcupine Sea-Bight.
P hotograph data
(161 frames each of 1m 2)

Elpidia sp.
Benthogone rosea

Catch data
(area ft shed by ali nets 1 523 m - 2)

Animais
photographed

Mean
density
(m - 2)

LH S

Centre

RHS

T otal

Mean
density
(m - 2)

278
10

1.74 ± 0.26
0.06 ± 0.38

568
60

1009
25

284
62

1 851
147

1.996 (*)
0.096

An ima is co llected

(*) Because the Elpidia were loo sma/1 to be retained efficient/y by the coarse outer nets this figu re is basee/ on the catch of the cen tre ne t on/y and on one
thire/ of the es timated total area jished.

However, this comparison is complicated by the results
obtained for Ben thogone. Only ten individuals of these
larger holothurians were photographed, indicating a
mean density of 0.062±0.38 m - 2 . Since none of the
Benthogone entering the nets could have been !ost by
passing through the meshes the catch data for ali three
nets were used, indicating a mean density of 0.096 rn - 2
(Table 5). Lik e the Elpidia result , this ftgure is higher th an
the photograph density , but is a gain just within the 95 %
confidence limits. But as in the hauls dealt with above, the
Benthogone were not collected equally by ali three nets,
the coarse nets containing more th an twice as many as the
fme net. Thi~ suggests that the fme net may not filter
efficiently throughout a haul and that sorne organisms
which lay in its path may be pushed aside and enter the
coarse nets instead. Assuming that the Benthogone were
distributed uniformly with respect to the sledge width,
the net catches suggest that the central net ftshed
effectively for only about half of the total path covered
during the haul. If this conclusion applies equally to the
Elpidia, the true density of these small holothurians
should be about twice that estimated from the catch of
the central net, that is about 4.0 rn - 2 , and much higher
than the density indicated by the photographs (see also
below).

Hauts 9756#9, 9756#14 and 10113#1
The photographs obtained during these haul s, taken in
depths ranging from about 2 700 to a little over 4 000 rn,
contained very few megabenthic animais other than
juveniles of the elasipod holothurian Kolga hyalina
Danielssen and Koren. In the two hauls obtained at
station 9756 the holothurians ranged from about 3.0 to
about 7.0mm in length and were very strongly
aggregated (see Billett and Hansen, in prep. ), the
n umbers recognized in single frames ranging from two to
more th an 700 (Fig. 4 a, b). Despite this strong
aggregation, however, the density estimates based on the
catches and on the photographs were remarkably
similar, with both techniques indicating mean densities of
between about 35 and 50 rn - 2 (see Table 6). At station
10113, on the other hand, the animais were rather larger,
mainly ranging in length from 6 to 9 mm , they were rouch
Jess abundant than in the earlier hauls and were Jess
strongly aggregated , with individual frames containing a
maximum of about 70 holothurians (Fig. 4 e, f) . Being
larger, the holothurians should have been more readily
recognizable in the photographs from this haul than in
tho se from station 9756, while the presence of less strong

Figure 4
Examples of photographs ob tained during hauts 9756# 14 (a , b),
10113 # 1 (c-f) and 101 11 # 8 (g, h)(see Table 1 ): (a) dense aggregations
of juvenile holothurians, Kolga hyali na; (c, d) /ess concen trated, and
therifore /ess easily visible, K. hyalina, (e, f) en/argements of the
outlined areas of (c) and (d) respective/y, with sorne of the holothurians
arrowed; (g) photograph inc/uding seven Elpidi a; (h) en/argement of
out/ined area of (g) with two Elpidia specimens arrowed. Th e usab/e area
in photograph (c) is marked out in a grid of20 x 20 cm squares .

indicating a mean density of 1. 74 ± 0.26 m - 2 . Sin ce the
anim ais were too small to have been retained effkiently
by the coarse nets the catch data from only the fme central
net were used, indicating a mean density of 2.0 m - 2 , th at
is just within the 95 % conftdence limits of the density
esti mated from the photographs.
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aggregations might have been expected to result in an
even doser agreement between the den sities indicated by
the photographs and the catch. Nevertheless, the catch
data indicated a much higher density than did the
photographs, falling outside the 95 % conftdence limits of
the latter (Table 6). Moreover, ali of these catch den sities
were based on the contents of the central fme net onl y,
and there is no reason to believe that thi s net ft shed any
more efftciently during these hauts than during those in
which the relative e!Tectiveness of the three nets could be
checked from the distribution of the catches of the larger
megabenthic species. Consequent! y, the catches of Kolga ,
and therefore the estimated densities, should probably
have been considerably higher than those recorded and ,
like the Elpidia catch densities from station 10111 ,
signiftcantly higher th an th ose based on the photographs.

Hauls 10112#2 and 10112#3
The catches from both of these hauts contained large
numbers of the asteroid H ymenaster sp., again main! y in
the outèr nets, though the catches of ali three nets were
used to estimate the densities since the smallest animai s
collected were about 15 mm in diameter. In both hauls
the densities estimated from the catches were higher than
those derived from the photographs and were very close
to the 95 % conftdence limits of the latter (see Table 7).
But whereas the smallest H ymenas ter vi sible in the
photographs measured about 40 mm across the arm tips,
about one third of the animais captured in each of the
hauls were smaller than thi s, suggesting that the true
density was underestimated using the photographs
because the small individuals were not visible. Indeed ,
when the densities are calculated using only those
animais in the catches grea ter th an 40 mm in diameter the
agreement with the photograph den sities is remarkably
Figure 5
Examples of photographs obtained during hauts 10112 # 2 (a-d) and 50610 # 1 (e-h) (see Table 1); (a-d ) specimens of H ymenastcr sp. (arrowed); (e)
Laetmogone violacea and Kophobelemnon stelliferum ; (J) Phormosoma place nta and L. violacea; (g) Echinus afflnis and K. stellife rum ; (h ) E. a fl'l nis , P .
placenta and L. violacea trail with faecal casts.
Table 6
Density data for the holothurian Kolga hyalina from three epibenthic sledge hau/s in the Porcupine Sea-Bight.
Photograph data

Haul

Frames
used

9756#9
9756 # 14
10113 # 1

45
46
66

Catch da ta (centre net )

(ml )

o. of
animais

Mea n
density
(m - 1)

42.75 (*)
43 .7 (* )
66 \

1455
21 86
614

34 ± 30
50 ±3 5
9. 3± 4

Area

(ml)

No. of
anima is

Mean
density
(m - 2)

417
48 1
41 9

14623
21522
641 9

35.2
44.9
15.3

Area
ft shed

(*) Because of the sma/1 size of the holothurians and the /ow camera-angle used in these hau/s, res tricted areas of the photographs were used in severa/
·
cases.
Ta ble 7
Density daia for Hymenaster sp. taken in hauls 10112 # 2 and 1011 2# 3 in the Porcupine Sea-Bight .
Catch data

Ph otograph data

Anim ais collected

RHS

Ali a nim ais
(m - 1)

An imais
> 40m m dia m.
(m- 2)

123
114

0.390
0.198

0.28
0. 13

Area
f1 shed

Haut

No. of
frames
(each 1 m 1)

Anim ais
photographed

Mean
density
(m - 1)

(ml )

LHS

Centre

10112#2
10112 # 3

52
91

12
12

0.230 ± 0.150
0.132 ± 0.070

710
1305

90
119

64
26

69

Mea n density
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close (see Table 7). The smallest Hymenasier recognized
on the photographs are so clearly visible (see Fig. 5 a-d)
that it seems unlikely that smaller animais would have
been undetected if they had been present on the surface of
the sediment. A more plausible explanation of the
discrepancies between the photograph densities and
those based on the total catches is that the smallest
Hymenaster were buried beneath the sediment surface
and were there~?re collected but not photographed.

or
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Towed trawls and dredges have generally been assumed
to uqder-estimate the densities of benthic organisms
because of their failure to fish efftciently throughout their
presumed passage across the sea-bed. Before the addition
of the measuring wheel to the epibenthic sledge used in
this study, density estimates based on the catches were
consistent!y lower than th ose based on the simultaneously obtained photographs (Aldred et al., 1979) thus
supporting this premise and suggesting that the area
effective! y ftshed was being over-estimated. Now that the
fishing distance is measured with the wheel this no longer
seems to be consistently true. For while there is often an
encouraging degree of agreement between the densities
estimated by the two techniques, the hauls examined in
this paper include sorne examples of densities based on
the catches which are higher than those based on the
photographs and others which are lower.
The photographie technique will produce underestimates of abundance if the organisms concerned are
indiscernible on the photographs, either because they are
too small, as was probably the case with the holothurians
Kolga and Elpidia, or because they are buried within the
sediment, as in a proportion of the Hymenaster
population. Similarly, density estimates based on the
catches are likely to be low if the sledge does not collect
the· animais etfectively, either because it does not
penetrate sutftciently deeply into the sediment, as in the
case of the pennatulids and the cerianthids, or because
the nets become clogged and no longer ftlter efftciently.
The sledge will also, of course, under-estimate the
abundance of the very mobile benthopelagic forms such
as many of the fishes and sorne crustaceans because of
their ability to take evasive action. The quantitative
estimation of this highly mobile element of the nearbottom megafauna remains an unsolved problem,
although progress will perhaps be made in the near future
using acoustic techniques (see, for instance, Wishner,
1980) and very large nets (K. L. Smith, pers. comm.).
1t is more difftcult to envisage how either the photographs
or the sledge catches could produce over-estimates of
abundance, although this would be true of the catch
estimates if the odometer failed to operate properly. A
major malfunction of the odometer should be detectable
from a combination of the Mufax and the photographie
records, for if the wheel stops while the sledge continues
to ftsh, the camera will photograph successive! y different
portions of the sea-bed. A less dramatic odometer fault,
for instance if it !ost traction and skidded slightly and
more or less continuously during its passage across the
soft sediment, would be more difftcult to detect and there
is sorne indication in the results that this may, indeed,

Figure 6
Relationship between the estimated densities based on the catches and the
photographs for those organisms thought to have been sampled
adequate/y by bath techniques (see text). The vertical/ines indicate twice
the standard error on either side of the mean for those cases in which the
data warrant this. The regression fine (solid) and the fine of equal value
(broken) are included.

have occurred. In Figure 6 the densities based ·on the
total catches are plotted against those based on the
photographs for those organisms which appear to have
been sampled etftciently by both techniques, that is
excluding the cerianthids, the pennatulids, Hymenaster,
the small holothurians and the fishes. There is a close
agreement between the techniques and, in view of the
large standard errors, the differences between them are
not statistically signiftcant. Nevertheless, the regression
line suggests that the catch densities exceed the
photographie densities, which are assumed to be the
correct ones, by an average of about 10 %.
This result would be expected if the odometer underestimates the distance ftshed by about one tenth, while
the sledge captures ali of the organisms in its pa th. But
the fme central net, at !east, is clearly not perfectly
efficient since it catches signiftcantly fewer of the large
organisms than the outer nets (see Fig. 7). Similarly, the
sledge as a whole is probably not totally efficient but
pushes a proportion of the potential catch ahead of itself
or to either side. The density estimates based on the
catches are therefore subject to two antagonistic errors,
neither ofwhich are at present quantifiable. For sorne of
the larger organisms these errors seem to be
approximately equal, resulting in density estimates which
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Figure 7
Relationship between the fine and coarse net catches of those organisms
retainedeffectivelybyboth. Thecoarse net catches are themeansof those
of bath outer nets in each haut. Although the reis a great deal of variation
be~ween hauls, the relative efficiences of the two types of net seem to be
fmrly consistent within a single haut.
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are very similar to those calculated from the
photographs. But the estimated densities for the smaller
organisms, based entirely on the catches of the centre net,
are also as high or even higher than those based on the
photographs. Unless the centre net is relatively more
efftcient at capturing these smaller organisms than the
larger ones, and there is no evidence to suggest that this is
so, then its catches should have been considera bi y higher
and the densities based on them would have signiflcantly
exceeded those based on the photographs. This suggests
that the photographie technique seriously underestimat~s the density of small organisms, presumably
because they are difftcult to see.
In summary, the system described here still has serious
shortcomings as a quantitative sampler of the megabenthos, both because the odometer probably does not
measure the distance flshed accurately and because the
nets do not fllter efftciently. Moreover, sorne groups of
organisms are not collected effectively by the sledge
because of their ability to evade capture. Nevertheless,
despite these problems the catch and photograph
densities for severa! groups are remarkably similar,
indicating that the sledge is capable of providing quite
reliable quantitative samples. With the continued use of
the camera to provide a check on the overall performance
of the gear, we hope that the lOS epibenthic sledge will
provide better estimates of the abundance of the deep
megabenthos than have hitherto been available from any
towed sampler.
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Acknowledgements

The modified epibenthic sledge

The sledge used since 1978 is a further development of
that described by Aldred et al. (1976). Apart from the
addition of the odometer wheel briefly described in the
text, the main modifications have been the replacement of
the single benthic net with a · graded mesh by three
separa te nets each of a single mesh throughout; and the
addition of a suprabenthic net which opens and closes
simultaneously with the benthic nets and takes a sample
from about 0.6 to 1.2 rn above the sea-bed. This second
modiftcation has involved increasing the height of the
sledge frame, allowing the camera to be raised and set at a
steeper angle. Finally, the acoustic telemetering system
has been improved to provide more precise information
about the behaviour of the gear. The following brief
description of the sledge should be readily followèd in
conjunction with the accompanying illustration (Fig. 1).
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British Museum of Natural History, London, for
identifying material for us.
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Frame

The frame length (1.92m) and width. (2.29m) have
remained unaltered, but the height has been increased to
1.22 m. To support the extra weight, the soles of the skids
have been extended forwards and the sloping part has
consequently been shortened and steepened; a ploughshaped wedge ·has been added to the front of each skid to
prevent the build up of sediment on the leading edge. The
benthic nets are attached to the back of the lower part of
the frame, as in the original sledge, but the mou th of the
suprabenthic net is pivoted on two tubular bearings in
the centre of the upper half of the frame. Ideally, the
mou th of this net should have been situated at the front of
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the frame, but the provision of a linkage fr.om the
quadrant levers with sufflcient mechanical advantage to
open the mou th of the net proved to be impractical. As a
compromise, a frxed rectangular tunnel of the same mesh
as the suprabenthic net bas been fltted in front of it. In the
open position the mou th of the suprabenthic net encloses
the rear of this tunnel; in the closed position the mouth
frame pivots backwards and the net is draped over a
raised bar producing a baflle effect.
Nets

The original sledge carried a single net with a graded
mesh. Such a net obviously selects in a very complex
manner and since 1978 it bas therefore been replaced by a
series of three smaller nets, a central one made
throughout of 1.0 mm mesh and two outer ones of
4.5 mm mesh. Although the resulting three separa te
catches results in a rather greater use of containers and
preservative, there is a considerable saving of effort at sea
since the coarse outer nets winnow almost completely
during hauling so that only the catch of the fme central
net needs extensive sieving. The cod-end of each of the
nets consists of a canvas tube which is closed by being
flattened out, rolled up from the end and secured under a
canvas flap with Dutch lacing. This system can be easily
untied even with the weight of a large sample on it.
The suprabenthic net has a mou th 1.0 rn wide and 0.6 rn
high, and during flshing the bottom bar is approxima tel y
0.6 rn above the sea-bed. The net is made of 0.33 mm
mesh throughout and is provided with a scaled-down
version of the quick release conical bucket with a fme .
mesh liner as described by Aldred and Wild (1979) and
used with the RMT mid-water system.

Figure 8
"M ufax" record of a simulated sledge haul from shor tly before to shor tly
after the jishing period. Time proceeds from top to bot tom, the dotted
horizontal /ines marking jive-minute intervals. At the beginning of the
record the sloping traces indicate that wire is still being paid out and the
gear is therefore moving away from the ship. A series of successive
changes in the traces monitor events as the sledge approaches the bot tom.
(A) The sledge enters a new depth range, a second range trace appears
and the depth trace begins a new scanning phase. (B) The sledge reaches
the bottom indicated by the change in slope of the depth trace. At the
same time the "net horizontar' trace appears and the camera begins to
operate causing a displacement of the temperature trace as each
photograph is taken. At this stage the sledge is stationary on the sea-bed
and is standing on the quadrant levers which are stilllowered. The traces
continue to move diagonal/y since wire is still being paid out. (C) The
winch is s topped and ali the traces therefore become more or less ver tical.
(D) The sledge is pulled forwards off the quadrant levers, indica ted by the
appearance of the "net open" trace and a sudden change in the
inclinometer trace. As the sledge begins to move across the bottom the
odometer trace starts a sweep. (E) The odometer reaches the end of its
traverse and maves to the right to begin a second sweep. Since each
complete sweep represents a horizontal distance of 300m, this "haul''
covered a total of about 790m. (F) Hauling in begins and the traces
therefore ali begin to move to the left. (G) The front of the sledge lifts off
causing the "net horizontal'' trace to disappear and the camera to stop
functioning. At this stage the nets are still open since the quadrant levers
are s.till raised and the odometer is still working. (H) The sledge is now
clear of the bottom, the "net open" trace is [ost and the inclinometer
trace maves back toits mid-water position.

Acoustic monitoring system

The net monitor is an updated version of that described
by Baker, Clarke and Harris (1973) and is similar to that
now used on the RMT system. It differs from the midwater monitor in not having the command system used to
open and close the mid-water nets, but it bas severa!
additional inputs to monitor the behaviour of the gear.
We are now able to monitor directly the depth,
temperature, distance run, camera operation and also the
points at which the sledge becomes horizontal (i.e.
reaches the bottom ), the nets open and close and if, for
any reason, the sledge turns over. In addition there is an
inclinometer which can be attached to the sledge in
various positions. So far it bas been used to measure the
extent to which the supra-benthic net opens and the rollangle adopted by the sledge in mid-water.

Retrieval is equally simple, bringing the sledge high
against the stern of the ship and then pulling it onto the
deck using a capstan or auxillary winch.
Once the sledge bas been shot and the initial panic of
sorting out the plethora of traces bas passed, it is qui te
easy and exciting to flsh. As bottom contact is made and
flshing commences a number of events occur, the
monitoring of which gives precise information on the
behaviour of the gear (Fig. 8). Two new traces make their
appearance, indicating that the sledge is horizontal and
· the net is open. The camera begins to operate, with the
exposure of each successive frame indicated by a
temporary dis placement of the temperature trace. As the
sledge begins to travel along the sea-bed the odometer
trace moves across the chart, one complete sweep
indicating a traverse of 300 rn by the sledge. If the
inclinometer is fttted to the mouth of the suprabenthic net
its trace indicates the degree to which the net bas opened.
It is also sensitive enough to detect the front of the sledge
tending to lift off the bottom. This usually happens
shortly before the sledge leaves the sea-bed altogether
and can, if necessary, be quickly countered by paying out
more wire.

Operation

Handling this larger (half-ton) sledge bas not proved to
be as difftcult as was feared, provided the ship bas an open
stern. In this case the sledge is moved in the horizontal
attitude on a four legged sling and positioned with the
back of the skids out board. The lift is now transferred to
the towing bridles and the sledge is tipped over the stern.
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